
The Ultimate Cheat Sheet for Creating Internal Links

Done

Go to Open Site Explorer, enter your URL and click on Top Pages in the left-hand menu. Begin building 

useful internal links into the pages with the highest Page Authority or the pages most linked to by higher 

authority sites. 

Interlink all of your target SEO pages.

Consider adding a list of related links or articles at the bottom of each article or in the sidebar. If you 

have a WordPress website, there are a number of fantastic related post plugins to choose from – we 

found a great guide over on Followistic.blog.

Your Home page is probably the most linked to page on your website from external sites. Anything that 

you link to internally from your Home page will be seen as having fairly strong authority and trust signals. 

Add some links to your Home page for the products, services or articles you most want to promote.

Add some internal links to the pages that are just one click away from the Home page.

Think about whether you can add any internal links to pages such as your Terms and Conditions, Privacy 

Policy, Shipping Policy or Contact page. As there is likely to be fewer internal links on these pages, there 

is less competition to get people to click on them. Only add links to these pages if you can make them 

relevant and they will help your customers.

Review the internal links in your footer.

Your blog is the perfect place for internal links – think about how you can use them with related posts 

plugins, top post widgets, sidebars, categories and tags.

Make sure you have an XML site map of all the URLs on your site.

Use descriptive anchor text.

Link your most credible pages to your almost visible pages, i.e. link the pages most landed on to the 

pages that appear on page two and below on Google.

Follow Quicksprout’s handy guide to conducting a content audit on your website.

Check for broken links on your website and correct them.

Go to Google Search Console and click on Traffic>Links to your site to discover your most linked to 

content. Which pages other than your Home page are linked to most? How can you add internal links 

into these pages?

Keep an internal link log in Excel and make a note of which pages you’ve added links to; the number of 

internal links; which anchor text and text variations you’ve used; the number of times each instance of 
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link text was used; dates linked were added; ranking fluctuations that occur after you add internal links.

Type site:www.yoursite.com “keyword” into Google. This will show you all the mentions of the 

keyword phrase on all of the pages of your website. This is a great way of quickly spotting all the pages 

that share some common content and are ideal candidates for internal linking.

Check the alt tags for any images that include an internal link (in fact, check all your alt tags when you 

have a moment!) and make sure that they represent the image accurately.

Create a blogging schedule for new content.

Go back through your old blogs and check whether internal links to newer articles can be added in.

I hope you found this checklist useful. If you have any questions or would like to find out how I can help you to grow 

your business through SEO, you can reach me via any one of the methods below. I look forward to connecting with 

you again soon. 

With best wishes,


